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Passiones Vitaeque Sanctorum Aevi Merovingici (Script. Rerum Mero-
vingicarum, torn, vii, pars 1). Edited by B. KRUBCH and W. LEVISON.

(Monumenta Qermaniac Historica. Hanover : Hahn, 1919.)

IT is with great pleasure that after six years we welcome a new instalment
of the Monumenta Oermaniae, and perhaps more especially sine* it con-
tinues the valuable edition of the lives of Merovingian saints which is
throwing so much light on some of the darkest pages of history. Of the
texts here published the only one which is entirely new is the worthless
second life of Germanus of Paris, but the uninterpolated life of Germanus
of Auxerre by Constantius now appears for the first time since the edition
of Mombritius in the fifteenth century. The lives of Lupus and Afra,
and part of the lives of the abbots of,Agaune, which appeared in earlier
numbers, are now re-edited from better texts. The only absolutely
contemporary life is the very disappointing one of Germanus of Paris
by Fortunatus, which, though it contains important obiter dicta aa to the
kings and bishops of the time, is in substance nothing but a string of
miracles ; but those of Eucherius of Orleans and Germanus of Auxerre
were written little after the time of the saints, Alcuin's life of Willibrord
is a genuine historical document, which, if we had not better information
in Bede, would be of the greatest value and interest, and the lives of
Leutfred, Pardulf, and Eigobert, though of late date, are based upon
genuine information. The others, which range from the life of the well-
known Bishop Lupus of Troyes to those of such shadowy persons
as Afra and Gamalbert, are historically almost valueless, and in the cases
of Afra and Gamalbert one cannot but ask, as in similar instances in
earlier numbers,1 if they are really ' Monumenta Historica ', and if the
time of the editors and the money of the society would not have been
better spent upon other work. The editors are as downright and thorough-
going in their exposure of time-honoured fiction as in the previously
published lives, and attempts to defend the authenticity of the lives
which they condemn meet with short shrift. Dr. Krusch is perhaps
a little too hard upon the wretched biographers. ' Falsarius ' does not
seem to me to be a correct word to apply to a man who does not claim to
be a contemporary, and perhaps even confesses that he has no written
sources of information. When a saint was honoured in some church
or monastery, an official account of him was needed ; and, if nothing was
known, what could the poor author do except concoct a life from stock
miracles and incidents from lives of 6ther saints ? Some documents,
indeed, such as the lives of the abbots of Agaune, are written to maintain
privileges claimed by a monastery, and others, as the life of Lupus,
include matter which is apparently connected with claims to property;
but such cases are exceptional, and most of the concocted lives are written
for devotional purposes only and contain nothing worse than pious
fiction. Constantius and Alcuin' also insert much matter of this kind ;
and, as they had the material for writing a life without it, they are more
blameworthy than the concoctors of these imaginary live*. I do not
add Fortunatus, since the miracles ascribed to Germanus of Paris

1 Ante, xxix.' 341.
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are of another kind and seem to be perverted accounts of actual
incidents.

The strings of miracles make the lives tedious reading; and in the
life of Leutfred Dr. Levison has boldly cut the knot by omitting many of
them. As a reviewer who has to read the texts I cannot regret this ;
but it is a good general principle that an editor of a text should publish
the whole of it, since, though parts of it may be of no value to those for
whom he is specially writing, they may interest inquirers in another field.
In the case of miracles it is of interest to note how the same stories are
found in the most unlikely places ; the story of Leutfred and the flies
(p. 15), for instance, reminds us (though Dr. Levison does not note it)
of a well-known story in the Acts of John (ed. Zahn, p. 226), and the story
of Pardulf's escape from the Arabs (p. 33) closely resembles a story which
John of Ephesus tells of his master Maro the Stylite (De Beat. Orient., ch. 4).
As regards the scope of the work, the expression ' aevum Merovingicum '
is apparently treated as including the whole of the fifth century ; but,
since this widening gives us the gem of the number, the life of Germanus
of Auxerre, we cannot complain of it.

The work of the editors is too well known to need commendation from
me, and it is hardly necessary to say that the introductions and notes are,
as in previous numbers, a monument of industry and learning, while all
who know the fearful Latin in which the lives are written will appreciate
the difficulty of constructing a text out of the huge mass of manuscripts,
almost all of which have been collated by the editors or by other scholars
for them. Of the biographers only Alcuin (who lived under the Caroline
revival and, being an Englishman, knew it merely as an acquired literary
language) writes tolerable Latin ; even Fortunatus, who seems from his
verses to have had a classical training, writes as barbarously as the others;
and, aa we find a similar inconsistency in Paul the Deacon, it would seem
to follow that the writers did not write-badly from mere illiteracy, but
conformed to the prose style of the time. If so, a careful study of the
literature might reveal rules of accidence and syntax hitherto unknown,
and thus make it easier to restore the texts, and enable us to understand
passages which are now unintelligible or misunderstood ; but it is doubt-
ful if the gain would be worth the time and labour. Meanwhile the editors'
notes on obscure passages, and the parts of the introductions which deal
with the language, are most illuminating, though we cannot expect even
them to make everything clear. Thus we get no light upon' se lacrimare
profusae ' (387.15), which is to me unintelligible, while on the other hand
it seems unnecessary to explain ' inconsideranter' (389. 12). In such
a mass of notes there must sometimes be difficulties in the references ;
but in the life of Germanus of Auxerre I fear most readers will be puzzled
by the constant references to ' N. Arch. 1.1.', which refer to Dr. Levison's
article in the Neues Arckiv, xxix, cited in the first note, though in the
meantime many other references to the Neues Archiv have been given.

The points on which I can criticize the results at which the editors
have arrived are few indeed. The date (894) given for the translation of
Rigobert (p. 78) is clearly wrong on the showing of Dr. Levison's own
note. Such ceremonies always took place on a Sunday, and the year must
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therefore have been 895, which agrees with the year of the episcopate,
and is not inconsistent with the Annus Domini, if, as Dr. Levifion himself
suggests, the year began at Easter. I am also unable to see any sufficient
reason for identifying Savaric of Auxerre with Savaric of Orleans (p. 41) ;
translations were in those times rare. In the introduction to the life
of Lupus is a difficulty which I cannot solve. On p. 289 Dr. Krusch
says that he formerly dated thin at the end of the eighth or beginning of
the ninth century, but now places it a few decades earlier ' ineunte aevo
Carolingico ' (751) ; yet on p. 285 he says that it was used by Bede
(d. 735). In the note on the intruded Bishop Milo of Eheims on p. 71 a
reference might have been made to Th. Wustenfeld's article in Forschungen
zur deutschen Geschichte, iii. 386 ff. (cf. p. 149 ff.), from which it would seem
that he belonged to the family of the later Spoletine emperors. On p. 340
xii Kal. September is by a slip equated with 21 October. By this edition
the spuriousness of the passage in the Translation of Germanus by which
the birth of Charles the Great was dated in 747 must be regarded as
placed bejond dispute, since the Berlin manuscript of the tenth century
(previously uncollated) agrees with the ninth-century Farfa manuscript in
the National Library at Rome in omitting it. In these days of national
enmities it is pleasant to end by recording the words in which Dr. Krusch
refers to his visit to England in 1913 : ' saeviente Marte grato animo
reminisci iuvat humanissime me tune ibi receptum esse.'

E. W. BROOKS.

Benedictine Monachism; Studies in Benedictine Life and Rule. By the
Eight Rev. CUTHBEET BUTLER, Abbot of Downside Abbey. (London :
Longmans, 1919.)

THE purpose of this volume is the setting forth of the principles and
working of the Benedictine rule. Its method is that of a series of essays
or studies dealing with the life and activities of those who have followed it,
in various aspects, from the time of St. Benedict to the present day, in
the light of what may be known of St. Benedict's own ideals and purpose,
and of the rule itself. The subject is a large and many-sided one ; and
there are probably few writers who could be thought to possess, in the same
degree as the abbot of Downside, the varied historical knowledge and
practical experience required for its adequate treatment. His knowledge
of the rule itself may be said to be exceptionally minute and exact; though
many others are well acquainted with the textus recepius, he has gone care-
fully into the authorities for the text, and has produced a critical edition of
it. His knowledge of earlier monastic institutions in east and west enables
him to judge and estimate with special clearness the features of the rule
which distinguish it in respect of its character and of the ideal which
underlies it, and to see how far St. Benedict was intentionally setting
aside certain ideals of earlic i monastic life, and forming a standard .of
another type. And his personal experience as monk and as abbot, with the
knowledge he has obtained by acquaintance with Benedictine monasteries
in various countries throughout Europe, when combined with the qualifica-
tions already mentioned, give him special advantages for forming a well
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